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Background theory.
The Biot's theory predicts both propagation velocity and attenuation of an acoustic wave travelling into a porous material. This theory points out that the two components (solid and fluid) must be considered as a whole, and not as two different parts.
Biot [I] wrote the equation of motion for the two coupled phases, following a Lagrangian procedure and some general stress -strain relations for the porous material. The equations to be solved were being e=e,,+e,,+e,,, eij the deformation tensor of the solid part, & the deformation tensor of the fluid part, p, the density of the solid, p f the density of the fluid, p,, the mass coupling coefficient, Q the porosity, p l 1 1 -p , p22=pf (l-Q) -pI2, b the viscous dissipation coefficient and P, Q and R the Blot's elastic coefficients.
Sometimes the most important problem is to make a general and rigorous derivation of the Biot's elastic coefficients P, Q and R. For that reason Biot-Willis [21 calculated expressions which relate P, Q and R with K,, K, and K, (bulk modulus of the solid frame at constant fluid pressure, bulk modulus of the solid frame at constant fluid content, and bulk modulus of the fluid inside the pores, respectively):
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These elastic coefficients could be obtained experimentally and in some special cases analytically. In fact, in the low porosity case, the selfconsistent theory of composite materials may be employed To obtain the equation of motion, another way different to the procedure developed by Biot may be used [4], [ 5 ] . This is the case in which, the two phases (solid and fluid) are considered separately. The procedure consist of developing the equation of motion from the continuity, the constitutive and the force balance equations for the solid and the fluid. The obtained equations are:
here K is the structure factor and P, and P, are given respectively by being E and v are respectively the Young modulus and the Poisson coefficient of the frame.
2.Theoretical procedure.
As it was suggested by Depollier et a1.[61 Biot's theory provides the condition of validity of the continuity equations traditionally used for predicting the acoustical properties of porous sound-absorbing So, we have and from these equations P, Q and R are deduced as follows:
For the high porosity case it is clear that eq. (3) and eq. (8) give equivalent results. For the general case eq.(2) and eq.(8) have to be compared, being then possible to transfer the requirements for P, Q and R to K,, K, and K,. One of the relations that can be obtained is: This is an important result, because it gives directly the magnitude of the static coupling coefficient between the solid and the fluid. This coefficient, given by Q, is [I] :
To calculate Kb/Ks, it is necessary to know the Poisson coefficient of the frame versus porosity. To get it, several models have been employed, and a fibrous structure is considered:a) the contact model [7] ,b) the rule of mixtures model [8] and, c) the average method [9] . The computed results for the elastic constants of a solid frame made up of nylon fibers (~=1046 ~g/rn~, E=2 .895x109 ~/ m~, v=0.41) are shown in fig.1 . From the average method an anisotropic media is obtained in contradiction with the initial assumptions. So, the theory must be modified to include it. Fig.2 presents the ratio Kb/Ks versus porosity from the first two models.
In this paper we have described a theoretical procedure to obtain the values of the Biot's elastic coefficients, some informations about the jacketed and unjacketed frame bulk modulus and, the magnitude of the static coupling coefficient between the solid and the fluid. Three different methods have been used to know the mechanical behaviour of the frame. The results are shown in Fig.1 . The Kb/K, ratio is presented in Fig.2 . As the porosity increases the obtained predictions from models a) and b) become closer being, on the contrary, the individual fibers interaction (model a) more relevant at lower porosities. This work has been supported by the BRITE Project nQBE-3009-89.
